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Preservation Utah

Abstract Masonry is proud to support the mission of Preservation Utah. To learn more about their mission and our involvement, click below.


Learn More About Preservation Utah




Do You Have a Masonry Restoration Project We Can Help With?






Contact Us For Assistance




RESTORATION EXPERTS
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LEARN HOW WE RESTORE THE MATERIALS








SERVICES WE OFFER






Masonry Repair




We provide masonry restoration services that address walls, mortar joints, terra cotta, and more. We use a variety of techniques to heal and restore old buildings to their former glory.




Paint Stripping




Special processes must be done to remove old paint from masonry materials. We provide the appropriate chemical treatment to remove all traces of the old paint job.




Masonry Cleaning




Our cleaning processes help clean masonry walls of a variety of aberrations, including carbon deposits, hard water stains, graffiti, animal waste, and smoke damage, among other things.




Crack Repair




Our team is highly experienced at repairing the cracks in masonry materials, which is important to prevent further structural damage. We can also diagnose the original cause of the crack and patch in an aesthetic way.




Water Repellents




It’s necessary to seal masonry with water repellants to protect it from water damage. We apply repellants designed to not impact the color and breathability of the masonry.




Chimney Repair




For safety, environmental, and aesthetic reasons it is important to maintain your chimney. We can help restore your chimney and prevent future deterioration.













SEE ALL OUR SERVICES









SEE OUR LATEST RESTORATION PROJECTS








From historic libraries & train stations to contemporary living spaces & health centers, we’ve built a vast amount of work over our decades of experience. Take a look at our portfolio of projects to get an idea of the variety in scope, style, and materials that we’ve worked with.










VIEW ALL PROJECTS








WHAT OUR CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY





“My house was built in 1940.  It has a steep concrete staircase facing south, which gets the full extremes of hot and cold.  Naturally, the concrete deteriorated over the years, finally reaching a condition that looked definitely unsafe.  About four years ago Abstract Masonry repaired my steps.  I mean actually repaired the concrete, cutting into the steps to anchor the repair as you see in textbooks.  The repair still looks great.  They took a little longer than planned to do the job, but the results are excellent”




WALT H. • HOME OWNER


“Worked w/ John & crew over several years, cleaning and repairing historical buildings. He is an expert and ethical specialist you can count on.”




DE VOELLER • HOME OWNER


“I felt the customer service was very good. The workers who came out were professional, knowledgeable and friendly. There were other companies out there that were cheaper, but I am glad to spend a little more for a better job. I would recommend them.”




HOME OWNER


“Overall, experience was excellent.  From the estimator, who explained every detail and answered my questions, to the two workers who did the foundation, chimney and brick repair, I was very satisfied with all work. Very professional. As two-man crew performed work, I asked for additional work on chimney, which they were able to complete without my getting another estimate.”




ANGIE'S LIST


“They did an excellent job given what they had to work with. People walking by have complimented on how nice the house looks. They were very careful and seemed very knowledgeable, everything they said made sense. They had some real challenges, one wall had 3 layers of paint and they managed to get it off. They worked hard on it and we are very pleased with their work.”




HOME OWNER


“They did a fantastic job of cleaning the brick on my house. There was a lot of white staining under the gables and staining in other places, and now it is all the same color, and much brighter. I hired someone else to remove the staining a couple of years ago, and they failed, and I also tried to remove it myself without any success, so I am very pleased with the results. My chimney was also falling apart and they did a great job of rebuilding it. They matched the color of the original mortar perfectly, so you can’t tell where the new mortar starts. They also poured a nice concrete crown, and the chimney looks great. They were friendly, prompt and very easy to work with. I would definitely recommend them.”




ANGIE'S LIST












WE WORK ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE




We’ve worked on projects across the entire United States, from government buildings in San Diego to churches in Salt Lake City to the famous Boston Public Library. Wherever you are in need of high-quality historic masonry services, we’ll be there to provide them.








CONTACT US













OUR CORE VALUES




At Abstract Masonry, we are a mission-oriented company that consistently strives for excellence in all aspects of our business. Here are the core tenets that we focus on living up to with our work:





Highest Standards




You don’t stay in business for over 30 years by doing mediocre work. Every building restoration project that we undertake isn’t finished until it meets our ridiculously high standards of quality.




Great Service




It’s important for us to make sure our customers feel like they are getting more than they paid for. We pride ourselves on our communication, transparency, and overall service skills.




Professional Team




Our employees are trained, experienced, and conscientious craftsmen who are consistently held to the highest expectations of masonry restoration.




Creative Solutions




Maintaining and restoring historic masonry oftentimes takes creative thinking. We make sure every project we do stays true to the original design, look, and era of when the building was constructed.










LEARN ABOUT US









RESTORATION ARTICLES
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The Ultimate Guide to Cleaning the Exterior of a Brick House



Gallery 


The Ultimate Guide to Cleaning the Exterior of a Brick House 


Masonry













The Ultimate Guide to Cleaning the Exterior of a Brick House
admin2024-04-05T18:51:29+00:00March 27th, 2024|

Brick houses have a timeless charm, blending strength and history into the very fabric of their walls. But this classic facade can often bear the brunt of weathering and pollution, requiring a good cleaning to
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Clean Up Your Brick Home Easily With Pressure Washing



Gallery 


Clean Up Your Brick Home Easily With Pressure Washing 
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Clean Up Your Brick Home Easily With Pressure Washing
admin2024-03-07T21:52:39+00:00February 16th, 2024|

The exterior of a brick house can exude an appeal of timeless elegance. However, like any other surface, brick and mortar can accumulate dirt, grime, and stains over time. But fret not, a thorough cleaning
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Why Aren’t Homes Made of Structural Brick Anymore?



Gallery 


Why Aren’t Homes Made of Structural Brick Anymore? 
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Why Aren’t Homes Made of Structural Brick Anymore?
admin2024-02-04T03:37:06+00:00January 15th, 2024|

In today's world, there's a noticeable shift away from traditional brick-and-mortar construction towards newer materials and methods, such as wood-frame construction. This shift can be largely attributed to evolving economic, cultural, and environmental factors. In
















VIEW ALL ARTICLES












OLD BUILDINGS HAVE AN INTRINSIC VALUE




Historical buildings are important. Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise. It’s important to remember where we come from and preserve the accomplishments of the past. We consider it our responsibility to preserve, restore, and maintain these monumental structures.














Contact Us For Assistance
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Abstract has been restoring historic masonry throughout America for over three decades. We service our customers in the western United States out of our Salt Lake City, Utah office.


About Abstract Masonry


Quick Links

	Employment Opportunities
	Blog






Contact Us

	
Western US Office
681 S 4050 W
Salt Lake City, UT 84104



	(801) 758-2016

	
Eastern US Office
Boston, MA



	[email protected]

	
Monday – Friday: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM
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